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I was thirteen. Being thirteen is like being in the middle of nowhere. Which was accentuated by
the fact that I was in the middle of nowhere. In a house that wasn't mine. In a city that wasn't
mine, in a country that wasn't mine, with a one-man family that, in spite of the intersections and
intentions (all very good), wasn't mine.When her mother dies, thirteen-year-old Vanja is left with
no family and no sense of who she is, where she belongs, and what she should do. Determined
to find her biological father in order to fill the void that has so suddenly appeared in her life, Vanja
decides to leave Rio de Janeiro to live in Colorado with her stepfather, a former guerrilla
notorious for his violent past. From there she goes in search of her biological father, tracing her
mother's footsteps and gradually discovering the truth about herself.Rendered in lyrical and
passionate prose, Crow Blue is a literary road trip through Brazil and America, and through dark
decades of familial and political history.

“Lisboa is excellent on tiny details--the significance of little objects, fleeting instants that change
us. Moments in conversations, or the wonder of Vanja's first snowfall, are touching and
sometimes mesmerising; but Lisboa is not sentimental, and Vanja isn't, either. With its fresh and
instantly familiar voice, Crow Blue tells the human story of a migrant experience, but there's no
self-pity in Vanja's sense of dislocation. Her story may be full of warmth and love, but she is also
insightful, practical and forthright. There's a fine sense of rhythm and tone, rendered with
vibrancy and precision by Alison Entrekin.” ―The Independent, Books of the Year“A classic
coming-of-age narrative that also explores the dark side of Brazil's political history.” ―The
Observer“Confidently written . . . Adriana Lisboa's prose is a wonderful invitation, and her
characters are that of the globalized world. She has much to say, and she knows just how to say
it.” ―Jornal do Commercio“Riveting . . . [Lisboa] deftly weaves together scenes of past and
present . . . bringing the story to a satisfying crescendo.” ―Publishers Weekly on Symphony in
White“It's what renews our faith: this young author from Rio de Janeiro is the most stunning
revelation in the Brazilian literature of her generation.” ―Correio Braziliense on The Hut of Fallen
Persimmons“Multi-layered narrative [and] deftly translated . . . In Crow Blue, Lisboa succeeds in
writing an imaginative story that keeps its interconnected plotlines moving simultaneously. With
lyrical prose and keen insight, Crow Blue shows how the search for a long-lost father can reveal
the meaning of family itself.” ―High Country News--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorBrazilian author Adriana Lisboa was awarded the José Saramago
Literary Prize in 2003 and was named one of the most distinguished Latin American writers
under the age of thirty-nine by the Hay Festival in 2007. Her work-novels, stories, poetry, and
books for children-has been translated in several languages, including Spanish, French,
German, Italian, and Swedish. A native of Rio, she has lived in France, where she sang bossa



nova professionally. She now resides near Boulder, Colorado.www.adrianalisboa.com--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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To Paulo

we are all foreignersin this cityin this body that awakens Heitor Ferraz
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Periplaneta americana The year began in July. The place was strange. Sweat trickled down
inside me, beneath my skin – I sweated and my body stayed dry. It was as if the air was hard,
solid, made of stone. I drank glass after glass of water until my belly was bloated and heavy but it
was always the same, the dry sweat and the hard air and the sun with a stinger in every ray.
There was no breeze, no breath of fresh air slipping through the openings in my blouse, ruffling
the hem of my skirt or rustling my hair with the promise of salvation.On the other hand, I never
saw cockroaches.The American cockroach: Periplaneta americana. I once read that they had
the ability to regenerate, depending on the severity of the injury. I knew them intimately,
personally, as well as by reputation (the only creatures capable of surviving a nuclear holocaust,
etc.), from surprise encounters in the kitchen and the hall leading to the service elevator. In
Copacabana they were everywhere. But I didn’t see any cockroaches in Colorado. It was
possible that they were there, and managed to withstand the constant lack of moisture and the
harsh winters. But if so they were much more discreet.I was thirteen. Being thirteen is like being
in the middle of nowhere. Which was accentuated by the fact that I was in the middle of nowhere.
In a house that wasn’t mine, in a city that wasn’t mine, in a country that wasn’t mine, in a one-
man family that, in spite of the intersections and intentions (all very good), wasn’t mine.My
knuckles turned white, threatening to split. It was weird. I seemed to be progressively
transforming into something else, as if undergoing a slow mutation.Maybe I was becoming a
lizard or one of those plants that can flourish in the desert. Maybe I was mineralizing and turning
into a river, the temporary sort that vanishes into the parched riverbed in the dry season, and
then swells and tumbles happily along as if that’s all there is to it, tumbling happily along, peril-
free. As if its own life as a river wasn’t seasonal and brittle.More than once I thought, in the first
few months, that it wasn’t a place made for humans, any more than it was for cockroaches. And
yet humans had lived there for thirteen millennia, arm-wrestling with the place, long before the
gold and silver mines of the nineteenth century. Long before Buffalo Bill. In that month of July, the
first month of my New Year, Fernando took me to a public swimming pool. Fair-skinned people
sprawled in deck chairs in pursuit of a tan that was long in the coming, and which, when it
arrived, had a reddish tinge that was too obvious, too red.Like the other Latinos, and people
from India, my already very brown skin became even browner after an hour of sun. I didn’t really



know what to do with all that easy, impulsive melanin, which willingly gave itself up to the sun as
if it were a volunteer in some sacrificial rite.A woman passing my chair as she returned from the
pool said I had a nice tan. When she smiled, her eyes disappeared into the folds of fat that
covered her face. She looks like a feather pillow, I thought. She was wearing a skirted bathing
suit and had very small hands at the end of doughy arms, and she walked as if she was afraid to
touch the ground with her chubby feet. She walked as if the ground hurt.Elegance? I wondered.
No, not elegance. Perhaps a certain mistrust of the act of walking. Perhaps she was trying to
remind us that we need to be ceremonious with the world, that this here is no joke, that this is
something serious and dangerous, and that the mere act of walking on the ground bestows an
unimaginable responsibility on you. Or maybe it was just the way she walked and had nothing to
do with responsibility, nor was it, come to think of it, anyone else’s business.In the swimming
pool, I surfaced next to a good-looking man with thick cords of muscle wrapped around his firm
arms. When I looked at him close up I noticed that he had blond eyelashes. I didn’t know there
were people with blond eyelashes. The good-looking man was exchanging smiles and words
(more smiles than words) with a flexible young woman with flawless eyebrows.I sank under
again and opened my eyes underwater and saw a multitude of legs of various shapes, sizes,
colors and thicknesses – the tentacles of a chlorinated-water Leviathan, waving back and forth
in a disorderly, unsynchronized fashion.Before, in Copacabana, there were: miniscule bikinis.
Butt-cheeks hanging out. A few women here and there rubbing peroxide on their legs to bleach
their hairs. Depending on the place, lots of children. Depending on the place, a few prostitutes.
Muscular bodies jogging in the sun. Flaccid bodies jogging in the sun. Tight Speedos outlining
men’s balls and revealing what side their penises were on. When I had nothing else to do, on the
beach, I used to run a tally, to see if more men kept their penises on the left side or on the
right.Now, in Lakewood, there were: large bikinis and full-piece bathing suits in fabrics that
sometimes bunched up around the backside. Men in board-shorts. At the edge of the pool,
people eating hamburgers and French fries and drinking beer and soft drinks in king-size paper
cups.The size of things surprised me.Are they very expensive? I asked Fernando.No, he said.
Do you want one?I said no. And I thanked him, as my mother had taught me to do. The year
began in July. Not exactly when the immigration official checked my American passport (which
identified me, but with which I still didn’t identify). The year had begun a few weeks earlier, when
Fernando called.I had already packed my only suitcase when he called. I had put everything
important into it, but when I went to organize it I discovered that ‘important’ is a flimsy category. It
doesn’t stand up on its own. The memory of an onion after it has been peeled. The idea you
have of the onion that doesn’t necessarily correspond to the actual onion. The tears caused by
the onion, which originate at the very end of a whole complex chain of enzymes, gases, nerve
endings and glands, as Mrs. Mojo explained at some stage in school (on the same day,
incidentally, that Mrs. Mitchell revealed that pizza had been invented in Chicago).Almost
everything ‘important’ wasn’t when confronted with brave, staring-contest eyes.I considered my
things:Those books I had already read: I wasn’t going to reread them, was I? Did it make any



sense to lug around a collection of paper paving-stones with colorful covers as if they were pets:
half-blind, slobbery dogs needing extra care at the end of their lives?Those two pairs of
sneakers: one hurt my heel. It was the nicer-looking one but it hurt my heel. The confrontation
between beauty and utility can sometimes be uncomfortable, and the utility of an uncomfortable
pair of sneakers somewhat obscure and uncertain. Besides, there would always be someone in
the world with feet a little different to mine – more delicate, without such a prominent bone in the
corner. That person would be Cinderella to my nicer-looking pair of sneakers, and it was up to
me to bid them farewell and hope that they lived happily ever after.Those four pairs of earrings of
which I only really liked three but only really wore two and I wouldn’t even need two, since I only
have one pair of ears: it was better to donate three of the four pairs to someone more
appearance-conscious, with less migratory plans than mine. Not least because the fewer
earrings one has, the fewer one loses. If I kept that one pair of earrings in day and night, there
was a good chance they’d be with me for a long time, and luckily ears weren’t feet and earrings
weren’t shoes.Plush toys? Silly, useless collectors of dust mites. I could donate them to a silly,
useless child and the dust mites would be well deserved.And so on.My warm-weather clothes,
ninety percent of my wardrobe, would only be useful part of the year. My cold-weather clothes
wouldn’t stand up to the cold: a sweatshirt for freezing-cold temperatures?But what exactly were
freezing-cold temperatures? I opened Elisa’s freezer, closed my eyes and inhaled a frost-free
world, trying to imagine it. Minus five? Wind chill factor of minus twenty? Was it true that your
nose and ears could freeze and fall off? Your fingertips? (I recently discovered in the magazine
Men’s Talk that there are worse things and that the people who climb Mount Everest have to face
minus ninety degrees Fahrenheit. I learned this in a column written by a man who defined
himself as an orthodox Flamengo supporter, who plays the drums, loves beer and women – in
that order – and is a doctor in his spare time. In other sections of the magazine were articles
such as: Mystery solved: why women always go to restrooms in pairs. Tips for pairing food and
wine on New Year’s Eve. How to invest in real estate faster than you think possible.)How many
closed shoes do you have? Elisa asked.Two, these two pairs of sneakers, but one hurts me.Elisa
sighed. What size are you?Six.She went into her room and came back with a pair of imitation-
leather shoes with low heels.Take these, they’re a seven but they’ll fit. If you have an important
occasion and can’t wear sneakers.I couldn’t imagine what important occasion I might have.
Fernando worked as a security guard at a public library. In his spare time he made a bit of extra
cash as a cleaner. He wasn’t married and he didn’t have any kids. I doubted that important
occasions were a part of his everyday life. But Elisa, my mother’s foster sister, wanted me to take
the pair of heels anyway.You never know, she said. One year ended in July and another began in
July, but they weren’t connected to one another. There were twelve months between the two that
weren’t on the calendar. Kind of like those ten days Pope Gregory XIII yanked out of the month of
October in order to institute the calendar that we have all come to follow – we being, at least: me,
Elisa, my mother when she was alive, and the immigration official at Atlanta Airport and the
woman in the skirted bathing suit at the public swimming pool in Lakewood, and also the man



with blond eyelashes and his slender consort and their smiles full of sexual innuendos and their
knees touching under the water. I had studied Gregory XIII and his calendar at school; part of
that onslaught of what seemed like random information that they shoveled on to us during long
hours that turned into weeks that turned into months that turned into the next school year. I don’t
know what the pope did with those ten stolen days. Maybe they are in the same non-place as the
twelve months in which I lived with Elisa, crowned by that packing of suitcases, or rather,
suitcase, and the stripping away of all excesses. At some stage close to the end of those twelve
months, I packed my suitcase with the important things, which had already shrunk to the barest
minimum, and waited for Fernando’s phone call. I never did use the shoes that Elisa gave me. To
be honest, I didn’t like them, the gold buckles in the corner. Besides which, they really were too
big for me: there was a one-centimeter gap between my heels and the backs of the shoes if my
big toes were touching the front of them. When I walked, the heels would slap up with a brief
delay, like flip-flops.I really didn’t care for heels anyway. I didn’t at the age of thirteen, and I still
don’t at twenty-two. Elisa’s shoes are still untouched in my wardrobe to this day. I don’t like high
heels. What’s more, at twenty-two I still wear a size six. Lakewood, Colorado. A strange place.
But its strangeness didn’t bother me, because that Denver suburb was, to me, a mere stepping-
stone. Something I was using to achieve an objective. A bridge, a ritual, a password that you
utter before a door and wait for someone to open it, while you tap your feet on the sidewalk,
looking around for the sake of it. Being there was being in transit, and Lakewood and I had no
relevance in each other’s lives.Alone at home, those first few afternoons, I looked out the window
and saw the immensity of the sky nudged by the mountains in the west. There was some green,
but it was so paltry that, for me, it didn’t count. As far as I was concerned, green was either
exuberant and dense or it wasn’t green. I didn’t consider those stunted little desert plants green.
The trees on the street seemed useless, an unsuccessful attempt to prove something
unprovable; the air swallowed them, the space swallowed them.Before, I was accustomed to
walking along under trees. I moved along Copacabana’s dirty, narrow streets and bulging
sidewalks with a canopy of leaves overhead all year round. Now, I found myself in a semiarid city
where the streets were wide and clean and there was no shade to be found.Before, it was
exaggerated tropicality, with relative humidity somewhere in the vicinity of eighty percent. Perfect
for cockroaches. The cockroaches were so happy in Rio de Janeiro, that easy, welcoming place.
Now, the relative humidity was about thirty percent.And there was the waterless, sterile heat,
which left my body dry and my skin like a sheet of paper. Use lots of moisturizer, a woman on the
plane told me. I rubbed in moisturizer three or four times a day. All over my body, face and lips. At
night it hurt to breathe.You get used to it, said Fernando.That was something Fernando knew a
lot about. Getting used to things. After a time I would look at him and see the man-who-got-used-
to-things.He could work as a farm laborer in São João do Araguaia, he could survive behind the
bar of a London pub and in the dry air of Lakewood, Colorado. He could survive entire armies
and half-lived love affairs. Women who disappeared. Women for whom he needed to disappear.
Crossing borders and ideologies. He could even survive me and my sudden reappearance,



popping out of a box like one of those clowns with a spring for a neck. And he could say OK, as
he had done. There was something heroic about it.I soon noticed that the dryness of the air had
some advantages. For example, I could leave my bath towel bunched up any old which way after
a shower, and what in Rio de Janeiro would have remained tenaciously in the folds, evolving into
a stench and finally mold, in that lascivious commitment to life, that embarrassing explosion of
fecundity and virility of the tropics, in Colorado quickly rose up to the heavens and was no more,
and the towel would sit there, dry and stiff, a makeshift statue.In Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro,
there were cockroaches, almond trees, mosquitoes, salty air, pigeons. Churches. Mundial
Supermarket. McDonald’s. In Lakewood, Colorado, there were rabbits, prairie dogs, crows.
Churches. SuperTarget. McDonald’s.I decided to be absolutely, unflinchingly courageous.
Whatever my life was, happy or unhappy or none of the above, it was my business. Besides
which, these categories seemed as untrustworthy as ‘important’ had been when I was packing
my suitcase. I was going to do whatever had to be done and it wasn’t going to be my dry nose at
night that was going to make me feel sorry for myself, after everything that had happened. No
way. My situation was osseous; it was of the order of structures, without flesh, without glaze. I fit
in a thirteen-year-old body and all of my material belongings now fit in a suitcase weighing
twenty kilos. And everything was guided by the potential shadow of the past – a midday shadow,
that you don’t see, but which knows how to conceal itself in things, ready to start leaking out
across the ground as soon as the planet turns a little to one side.In general, I didn’t do much in
those first few days in Colorado. I stared out the window at the street, and the street stared back
at me, disinterested. We both yawned. I avoided looking at myself in the mirror. I got shocks
when I touched door handles because of the static electricity. I tidied what could be tidied in the
house, and considered it a way of paying Fernando back, albeit insufficiently, for taking me in,
like when Elisa had put me up.I was given instructions on how to use the washing machine, the
dryer, the dishwasher, the microwave and the electric oven (you have to be VERY careful when
using the electric oven, Fernando said three times, and mentally I said for fuck’s sake, Fernando,
I’m not deaf or dumb).A pair of used skates appeared from somewhere, and when there was the
slightest scrap of a cloud in the sky, making the sun a little less vehement, I went skating around
the neighborhood. A block further each day. Expanding my circle of influence. Marking my
territory in a territory that wasn’t mine, as a well-meaning but mistaken animal would, using his
bodily fluids. Doing it for the sake of it. And the trees were always few, always short and frail,
even when they weren’t, because the wide streets and the empty spaces and the sky, like
arrogant gods, compelled them, with a raised index finger, to wither. It was the first time in my life
I’d noticed the relative size of things. Everything was small in that place. Even when Fernando
took me to see Denver’s rich southern suburbs. The enormous two- and three-story houses were
painted neutral colors and sat there as placid and sleepy as cakes displayed on the counter of a
giant confectioner’s store. After a while it all began to seem a bit dangerous, like a recurrent
nightmare in which nothing actually happened but there was a promise of something macabre in
the stillness of the air, in the absence of people walking down the street, in the conformity of the



lawns that were like fake smiles, in the tame, ball-shaped bushes: circus performers.A man in a
gaudy T-shirt rode past us on a bicycle. His thigh muscles rippled under the tight fabric of his
black shorts which were padded in the backside. He was wearing a pointy helmet with a rear-
view mirror. I had never seen a helmet with a rear-view mirror.It was strange not to see people
walking down the street. I thought of a post-apocalyptic world in which the air was unhealthy and
the people had to protect themselves, zipping back and forth between the insides of their
houses and the insides of their cars and the insides of commercial establishments.I found it
strange that the stores, all gigantic, had their backs to the sidewalks (maybe that was why no
one was walking around) and opened their doors onto bulging parking lots with marked parking
spaces and oceans of SUVs.
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Parulaj, “Wonderful writing. I've read three of her books now, those available in English. This is
still my favorite. Her books aren't long but are rich in language. The setting of Crow Blue is the
US, but the flashbacks to a difficult political time in Brazil are enlightening for those of us who
were unaware. Most of all, the book gently reminds us what family truly is. Crow Blue would be
good for young adult readers also.”

Jane Elizabeth Van Boskirk, “Enjoyed the writing style. Enjoyed the writing style, and delving into
Brazilian history that I was unaware of. Good character development and great understanding of
life and its tramas..  Good resolution in the end and enlightening to us living real life.”

eldrid munck, “Nevertheless se are all human beings with the same feelings and hopes for a
good life.. As a Norwegian I found the characters different from those I am familiar with which I
suppose is natural as Brasil is another continent different from Europe. Nevertheless se are all
human beings with the same feelings and hopes for a good life.”

old lady, “A refreshing new style of story telling which leaves the .... A refreshing new style of
story telling which leaves the reader eager to learn the story. A skilful, non indulgent narration of
a life.”

Jennifer I, “Five Stars. Great book!”

Cliente Ebook Library, “Azul corvo. Conheci a obra e a escritora através da universidade uninove
que solicitou a leitura, a prosa contada ora por uma garota ora por uma mulher sendo a mesma
pessoa com idades diferentes que tem que oscilar entre as diferenças culturais, climáticas etc
presentes em dois países distantes, e que se vê em busca de seu pai biológico já que vive com
seu padrasto e sua mãe veio a falecer.”

Cliente Ebook Library, “ótimo. Fácil de comprar, barato e melhor para ler. Mais barata que a
cópia física e sem tempo de entrega, chegou na hora.”

The book by Adriana Lisboa has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 23 people have provided feedback.
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